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     Users still on dial up

     Users unable to view video or hear audio 
      (browser, software, computer memory and/or

       bandwidth problems)

     Users don’t have adequate plug ins / 
       browsers

               Users unable to control video 
  (play/ pause/ stop, rewind etc)

    Chunk information

    Avoid moving/animated images

    Ensure navigation is consistent and intuitive

    Use alternatives such as video, audio and 
    hands on interaction

    Provide choices for assignments 
   (written, audio, visual/video presentation)

    Provide clear scoring rubrics

    Provide feedback in a 
   timely manner

    Modify examination 
   procedures

    Provide audio and video transcripts

    Avoid using expressions, idioms and cultural references

    Provide glossaries (plus audio)

    Provide control bars for video / animations

    Modify language used throughout content 
     and assignments 

 
 

   

   

    Local accents

     Following audio/video or 

 

   

         spelling, reading out loud, 
         mathematical calculations,

         comprehension of large passages, 

          management or organization
    Dyslexia is one of the most commonly 

      registered learning disabilities.

    Blind: Users who have little or no usable vision. 
    

    
    Text is too small, not enough contrast against background, 

    hard to read (serif on-screen). 
     Text unassisted by visual cues or spacing

    
  (blinking images etc).

    
   distinguish content.

             Colourblind test example:

   Develop content 
 using CSS and test that 

it works with Screenreaders 
such as JAWS 

   Provide alternative (ALT) codes 
 for all of the images

   Provide DLink or a transcript link for all 
        media such as animations, video clips, 

   Use websafe colours

   Avoid blinking images &/ or allow user to control them

   Avoid using images that do not enhance learning

   

    Provide text as an alternative such as DLink or 
      transcript links for all the audio and video content.
    It is ideal to provide captioning for videos and audio 
      if they are part of the course. (Not just subtitling)

       Create larger icons (greater surface area to click on; 
        less dexterity required) and elements on forms.
     
                information in order to provide further resources.

  Test CSS and
 course in multiple 

   browsers
  Provide clear instructions

       for technical requirements 
  Provide links to the downloads 

  and plug ins 
  Provide Technical support contacts

  Provide options to view videos or other 

  Provide a text transcript of any videos 
  Use technologies that are compatible with all browsers

 
 

   Users with little or no 
     hearing capabilities.

    Users without soundcards/ 
      speakers / working audio.

   

   Users whose listening comprehension skills are low.

        Students with physical 
        disabilities or injuries that inhibit 

         their use of a mouse or keyboard.
        The elderly or those who have limited

          movement required by a mouse.
Trying to read this 
passage may give you 
an idea of the 

frustration 
experienced by many 
dyslexic readers
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